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A B S T R A C T   

The historic canal wall structures in many Northern European cities have been built as masonry 
walls on a timber deck founded on timber piles. For analysis of the resistance of those structures 
and assessment of their remaining service life, suitable and accurate calculation models are 
needed. Thereto an analytical method was developed for modelling laterally loaded pile groups in 
layered sloping soil. In the proposed method, the bending of a pile, which is subjected to a lateral 
load and axial load, is described by a beam on a Winkler elastic foundation in which the soil 
behaviour is represented by a series of independent p-y springs, idealized with a bilinear elastic- 
perfect-plastic approximation. The plastic limit was computed with Brinch Hansen ultimate soil 
resistance and the elastic soil response by the Ménard stiffness. The plastic limit was corrected for 
each depth, based on the reduction of the passive soil wedge due to pile group effects and the 
presence of a sloping surface. The analytical model was calibrated and validated with three field 
experiments, one full-scale lateral load test of a 3 × 5 pile group in soft clays and silts (Snyder, 
2004), one full scale lateral load test of a single pile located on a slope in layered soils (Mirzoyan, 
2007) and one small scale lateral load test of a single pile located near a slope in sand (Abdelhalim 
et al., 2020). The proposed method can adequately predict bending moment distributions and pile 
deflections and in addition, a good consistency between the analytical model and experimental 
tests was observed. The method is very fast, making it suitable for probabilistic, Monte Carlo type, 
simulations and reliability updating to determine the probability of failure of quay walls or other 
structures with horizontally loaded piles.   

1. Introduction 

Piled structures are often subjected to significant lateral loads. In historic structures, the use of inclined piles was not common and 
lateral loads were resisted by installing a matrix of vertical piles. Examples of such loading situations can be found in a variety of 
structures [1]. In offshore structures, waves on platforms, berthing vessels on jetties, floating ice on piers [2] and onshore structures, 
strong winds on high rise buildings or break and acceleration forces on bridge abutments, earth pressures in soil retaining structures 
and earthquakes can cause high horizontal forces on pile foundations. When the intermediate distance between piles becomes smaller 
than ten diameters, group effects, generally referred to as pile-soil-pile interaction become significantly relevant [3]. 
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Laterally loaded pile groups are often found below quay walls. The specific application in this paper relates to historic quay walls in 
the city centre of Amsterdam. In Amsterdam, the driving of long timber piles (around 12 m) to support quay walls started at the end of 
the 16th century [4]. Large expansion projects with timber piles were already under development in the 17th and 18th centuries 
culminating in the late 19th and early 20th century when many Dutch cities expanded [5]. Not surprisingly, these very old quay walls 
are in a poor condition and may have reached the end of their service life, which in some cases even leads to quay wall collapse [6]. The 
municipality of Amsterdam is facing a huge task in replacing over 200 km of quay wall of which 135 km has moderated to high risk of 
collapsing [7]. The structural behaviour of these existing structures is still largely uncharted territory. In practice, it is difficult to prove 
that these quay walls are safe, or even stable based on the current state of the art models. Because an important part of the uncertainty 
lies in soil and structural input data, there is clear potential for improving the analysis methods of the old quay walls to prevent these 
have to be replaced on a large scale and within a short period of time. 

One of the possibilities to reduce uncertainties and to get a more accurate understanding of the structural safety, is the application 
of reliability updating. Information on engineering systems through monitoring, direct observations or measurements of system 
performances can be used to update the system reliability estimate [8]. However, reliability updating, also known as Bayesian 
updating, requires fast computational time [9]. Accurate modelling of pile-soil-pile interaction is often accompanied by a considerable 
computational effort due to the complex nature of the problem. To address this challenge, this paper proposes a fast but accurate 
method to model the response of laterally loaded pile groups of quay walls. The method is applied to historical quay walls in 
Amsterdam. 

An old poster with cross-sectional drawings of historical quay wall structures can be seen in Fig. 1. The quay wall construction 
consists of a brick cantilever wall on a timber deck supported by three to six timber pile rows. In many cases, the piles are situated on a 
downwards sloping canal bed. On top of the timber deck, behind the gravity wall, a layer of fill is present on which roads, parking lots, 
pedestrian paths and even trees are located. Recently a quay wall in Rotterdam, which has a similar configuration as the quay walls in 
Amsterdam, was removed and excavated until the timber deck level which can be seen in Fig. 2. The pile rows plus support beams of 
the deck can be observed as well as the start of the slope in which the piles are located. Horizontal earth pressures from behind the quay 

Fig. 1. Documentation of historical quay walls in the city centre of Amsterdam. Source: Archive of Gemeente Amsterdam.  
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wall cause a lateral load on the pile caps. 
The response of a laterally loaded single pile is a complicated soil-structure interaction problem for which reliable methods, to 

capture the lateral response, have been developed in the past decades. One of the first methods to analyse laterally loaded piles is the 
ultimate lateral resistance model of Blum [10] in which passive soil resistance is used to find an equilibrium of the pile. This ultimate 
strength method was improved by Brinch Hansen [11] who made it possible to analyse piles in layered cohesive and granular soils. 
These ultimate limit state methods fail to predict the deformation and force distributions of the pile. Various methods to predict 
bending moments, deflections and soil stresses are developed over time. In most of these methods, the pile is modelled as a beam on 
elastic foundation (BEF). There are many approaches to describe the soil behaviour but for the majority, globally two types can be 
identified; spring models and continuum models [12]. 

In the first type of models, the soil behaviour is represented by a series of independent (non)linear springs. The method of Brom 
[13] used the theory of subgrade reaction to compute the lateral deflections, the ultimate lateral resistance and moment distributions. 
Matlock [14] proposed the p-y curve method which can conveniently take nonlinear behaviour and non-homogeneity property of soil 
into account. The many p-y curves that are developed over time are based on empirical curve fitting from full-scale experiments [15], 
centrifuge model tests [16] and finite element modelling [17]. To address the problem of group effects, Brown, Morrison and Reese 
[18] was the first to modify the single pile p-y curve by introducing a constant reduction factor or p-multiplier. The magnitude of the 
p-multiplier is always a function of the lateral load or deflection, pile stiffness, pile spacing and soil type [19,20] and is mostly obtained 
from full-scale field tests on pile groups. Many p-multiplier methods have been developed over time [20–23]. It should be noted that 
the p-y relationship is not a soil property, but rather a pile-soil property. The strain wedge (SW) model initially developed by Norris 
[24] was introduced to relate stress-strain-strength behaviour in terms of three-dimensional soil-pile interaction, to a one dimensional 
BEF problem. The SW model has been improved and modified for layered soil [25] and sloping ground [26–28]. Ashour et al. [29] 
modified the SW model approach to make it applicable for pile groups in layered soils by correcting for the overlap of shear zones, both 
parallel and normal to the loading direction, among the piles in the group at various depths. The method of Brinch Hansen is often 
combined with a BEF. The software D-Sheet Piling (for single piles) by Deltares is an example of such a combination wherein the 
reaction-deformation relationship of the discrete springs is linear elastic with a plastic limit described by the ultimate soil resistance of 
Brinch Hansen. Typical p-y programs are PyPile for single piles and D-Pile Group (MPile) for group piles. Please note that the 
above-described pile group methods are group equivalent pile procedures, that are based on a subgrade reaction method. 

In the second type of models, the soil is represented by an elastic continuum. Poulos [30] described the pile as an infinitely thin 
linearly elastic strip embedded in an elastic media and approximated the solution numerically. Poulos extended his previous analyses 
to investigate the influence of a slope on the behaviour of single laterally loaded piles [31]. Apart from single piles, Poulos et al. [32] 

Fig. 2. Excavated historical quay wall, ‘Maaskade’ in Rotterdam. Photograph: Julianus, Eric. “Exposed timber pile foundation of the Maaskade”. 
2019. Havenbedrijf Rotterdam. 
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used their previous work on single piles to describe closely spaced lateral loaded pile groups. The application of the principle of 
minimum potential energy has been applied by Salgado et al. [33] to obtain the response of a laterally loaded pile group in layered 
elastic soil. Banerjee et al. [34] used the boundary element method to solve the problem of elastic continuum by using two elastic half 
spaces. Nowadays, 3D FEM (Finite Element Modelling) programs are widely used to solve complex pile-soil-pile interaction problems. 
Because of the three-dimensional nature of the problem and the high degree of nonlinearity, two-dimensional finite element modelling 
of laterally loaded piles is fundamentally incorrect. Throughout time, a significant amount of research with 3D FEM modelling for 
lateral loaded single piles has been carried out. Brown et al. [35] modelled laterally loaded single piles with a numerical 
three-dimensional finite element model. Other 3D FEM examples are studies that investigate the effect of pile and soil properties [36], 
the effect of sloping ground [37] and oil-contaminated slopes [38]. Multiple studies [1,39] analysed pile groups subjected to lateral 
loading using three-dimensional FEM. The effect of a sloping surface on a laterally loaded pile group was researched by Chae et al. [40] 
using 3D FEM modelling. FEM models require enormous computational effort, which is not proposed for routine design and therefore 
also certainly not considered suitable for reliability updating. 

Therefore, a hybrid method is proposed which strikes a balance between computational speed and modelling accuracy. In this 
paper, a semi-analytical model for laterally loaded pile groups in layered sloping soil is developed. In the proposed method, the piles 
are described by a beam on elastic foundation in which the soil behaviour is represented by a series of independent p-y springs, 
idealized with a bilinear elastic-perfect-plastic approximation. This model is earlier developed by Peters [41] and calibrated for single 
lateral piles in horizontal and gentle sloping sandy and silty soils in the harbour of Rotterdam. The modulus of horizontal subgrade 
reaction is determined according to the theory of Ménard [42] and the plastic limit is computed with the ultimate soil resistance 
method of Brinch Hansen [11]. These models, e.g. D-Sheet Piling and Peters, work well for single piles with mild slopes but predictions 
fail when piles are closely spaced and slope gradients increase. To maintain the advantage of such models, a modification is made by 
correcting the earth pressure coefficients of Brinch Hansen for each depth. The correction is based on the reduction of the passive soil 
wedge due to the overlap of shear zones between group piles and the presence of a downward sloping surface. Hereto a new SW model 
is introduced to construct a three-dimensional soil wedge in layered soil. This proposed SW model takes into consideration the relative 
sliding of the failure slices within a three-dimensional strain wedge, which is innovative compared to previous studies [25,27–29,43] 
in which the strain wedge was considered as a whole. Another difference in this study compared to previous work is the way the strain 
wedge model is used. While in existing SW studies, the strain wedge model is used to obtain the nonlinear p-y relations by including the 
stress-strain-strength relationship into the strain wedge model, in this study the developed wedge model is used as a geometrical tool to 
obtain correction factors for Brinch Hansen’s ultimate soil resistance. The proposed method is therefore an extension of an existing 
proven pile method making the application widely applicable and computationally fast which is required for use in reliability 
updating. Furthermore, the method can easily be incorporated in a quay wall model that consists of a framework of elastic beam 
elements. This model would be suitable to describe failure mechanisms of quay walls concerning lateral pile behaviour both covering 
structural and geotechnical aspects. Timber creep can be included, using an incremental approach. Apart from historical quay walls, 
this approach can also be used to model contemporary laterally loaded pile group foundations. First, the methodology of the proposed 
method is addressed followed by validation with three different experiments. Finally, a discussion and conclusion are provided. 

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of proposed BEF method. Pile horizontally supported by p-y springs (a). Enlargement of a p-y diagram (b). Black 
dashed line represents a non-linear elastic-plastic p-y curve. Black line represents a bilinear p-y curve with plastic limit. Red line represents a bilinear 
elastic p-y curve with corrected plastic limit due to pile group and slope surface correction. 
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2. Methodology 

2.1. Beam on elastic foundation using a bilinear approximation 

Fig. 3a schematically demonstrates the beam on elastic foundation model (BEF), where the lateral bearing soil-pile interactions are 
modelled by a series of independent lateral springs (p-y spring). In a p-y curve, p is the soil reaction per unit length of the pile and y is 
the corresponding relative pile-soil displacement. Each individual spring has its own p-y curve which is dependent on the soil prop-
erties, depth and pile dimensions. While the actual p-y curve of foundation soil has a non-linear elastic-plastic character it can, ac-
cording to API code [44], be idealized with a bilinear elastic-perfect-plastic approximation. The non-linear and bilinear p-y curves are 
schematized in Fig. 3b in black. The gradient of the elastic branch is the modulus of horizontal subgrade reaction, indicated by kh. In 
this paper, the horizontal subgrade reaction is determined according to semi-empirical formulas derived by Baguelin et al. [45] in 
which correlations between geotechnical characteristics of the soil, including the pile dimension, and the Ménard-pressuremeter 
stiffness were found. These formulas are suitable for soft soils which can be found in the shallow subsurface of Amsterdam. The method 
developed by Baguelin et al. is one of the many proposed successful methods in which pressuremeter data is used for the design of 
laterally loaded piles [46–48]. The Ménard stiffness is calculated from the slope of pseudo-elastic pressure-displacement curves and 
obtained by a series of pressuremeter tests in which a uniform pressure in a cylindrical borehole is gradually increased through an 
expandable cylindrical probe while measuring the radial expansion. The first stage of the pressure test is recompression followed by a 
pseudo-elastic soil response which finally becomes plastic. The Ménard stiffness corresponds to the pseudo-elastic soil response. The 
semi-empirical formulas to obtain the modulus of horizontal subgrade reaction per unit length pile can be found in Appendix A. This 
subgrade reaction must be multiplied by the width of the pile in order to use it as a spring stiffness (k = khD) in BEF computations. 
Furthermore, empirical relations between cone resistance and the Ménard stiffness are provided which can be used in an early design 
stage. Using a pseudo-elastic soil response over the full pile length is often applied in engineering models [45,49], neglecting that at 
great pile depths a fully elastic soil response may be a better approach. Despite the absence of a recompression stiffness in the deeper 
layers, the method is widely used and also incorporated in engineering guidelines like Fascicule 62, A.P.I. and P.H.R.I [50]. The plastic 
limit is determined with the ultimate soil resistance theory of Brinch Hansen which is further elaborated in section 2.3. To correct for 
the pile group interaction and the presence of a sloping surface, the plastic limit of individual p-y springs is corrected, which can be 
observed in Fig. 3b with a red solid line. The correction is based on the reduction of the passive soil wedge due to the overlap of shear 
zones between group piles and the presence of a downward sloping surface. The geometrical shape of the passive soil wedges is 
modelled with a new proposed strain wedge model for layered soils. It is well established that group interaction effects affect both the 
ultimate soil resistance and the pile-soil interaction stiffness during the loading trajectory prior to failure. This method does not take 

Fig. 4. Development of failure planes for lateral loaded piles in homogeneous (a) and layered (b) soil.  
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into account a change in horizontal subgrade reaction as a consequence of neighbouring piles and or the presence of a downward 
directed slope during the loading trajectory. However, as soon as slices of the soil wedges interfere with neighbouring piles a group 
effect is accounted for in the method. Since the application of this paper is on reliability updating, the ultimate resistance of pile group 
foundations is of main interest. The lateral failure of pile foundations occurs on average for larger pile group displacements, making 
this simplification justifiable. 

2.2. Proposed strain wedge model 

To have consistency between the method of correction and the plastic limit of individual springs, the strain wedge model must be 
based on the same underlying theory that Brinch Hansen is based on. This theory is the passive Rankine state, developed by Rankine 
[51]. Rankine’s earth pressure assumes a finite amount of failure planes, or as Rankine called planes of rupture, according to the circle 
of Mohr which is sufficiently correct for reasonably small depths. At greater depths plane case of failure happens horizontally [52]. The 
strip of soil that is bounded by two failure planes is named a failure slice. A side view of failure slices in front of a laterally loaded pile, 
located in homogenous soil, is shown in Fig. 4a. For layers that reach their plastic limit, passive failure slices develop towards the 
surface with mobilized base angle βm with respect to the vertical, creating a passive wedge in front of the pile. Rankine’s theory was 
developed for an infinite long deflected wall which makes the theory suitable for two-dimensional cases. However, in the situation of a 
deflected pile, the failure slices which are developed, should be analysed in three dimensions. According to Ashour [29], the passive 
wedge spreads out with wedge fan angle φm.. The relation between the mobilized fanning angle and mobilized base angle is formulated 
in eqn. (1) [25]. 

βm = 45 +
φm

2
(1) 

The shape of the three-dimensional wedge in homogeneous soil is straightforward and evaluated by multiple researchers [10,24, 
53]. For layered soil, this paper proposes each plastic layer have its own mobilized base angle βm and wedge fan angle φm. A side view 
of the development of failure slices in layered soil is illustrated in Fig. 4b. Together the failure slices in layered soil form a passive 
wedge in front of the pile. The geometrical shape of the three-dimensional passive wedge in layered soil is more complex than for 
homogeneous soil and can be found in Fig. 5. The proposed geometry of the passive wedge is based on the three-dimensional 
development of failure planes that originate at the axis of the pile at various depths. Because of the complexity of the 
three-dimensional problem, a discretised approach is applied. The pile is discretised in parts that have a constant height dz. At each 
discretised depth z of the pile, a failure plane is constructed which develops towards the free surface, intersecting different plastic 

Fig. 5. Proposed three dimensional geometry of passive wedge in layered soil.  
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layers, with a layer dependent mobilized base angle βm and mobilized fan angle φm. In Fig. 5 indicated in grey, an arbitrary failure slice, 
bounded by two failure planes, is shown. Each failure slice consists of a number of failure slice cells (FS-cells) of which one is visualized 
in red in Fig. 5. A fully discretised wedge of an illustrative case can be found in Fig. 8 in which the same colour indication is used as in 
Fig. 5. The FS-cells are constructed by connecting two superimposed failure planes at each discretised depth. FS-cells therefore have a 
grid height of 2dz, width of dx and length of dy. Applying this procedure for all failure slices creates a fully discretised wedge which has 
a stepped structure of cells, e.g. the first failure slice consists of m = 1 failure slice cell, the second failure slice consist of m = 2 failure 
slice cells and so on to the deepest plastic failure slice. If for example a laterally loaded pile has a plastic soil response for the first 2.5 m, 
which is typically found for timber quay wall foundation piles, a total of 25 failure slices is used to describe the wedge in case dz = 0.1. 
The total number of failure slice cells in this particular case is 1 + 2+3+ … +25 = 325. The FS-cells are used to compute the volumetric 
weight of failure slices and the friction between failure slices at the location of a failure planes. The reduction of both quantities, due to 
the overlap of shear zones between group piles and the presence of a downward sloping surface, are used to correct the plastic limit of 
individual p-y springs. The volumetric weight of failure slices can be computed with eqn. (2). The friction between failure slices de-
pends on the cohesion of the soil layer and the corresponding surface area of the failure plane and can be computed with eqn. (3). 

W(z)=
∑m

j=1
dzj × dxj × dyj × γ′

j (2)  

τ(z)=
∑m

j=1

dzj

cos
(
βm,j

) dyj × c′

j (3)  

where. 

W = total weight of a failure slice, developed at depth z 
τ = total friction of a failure plane, developed at depth z 
j = 1,2.m where m is the amount of FS-cells per failure slice, developed at depth z 
γ’ = effective weight of FS-cell at depth z 
c’ = cohesion of FS-cell at depth z 
βm = mobilized base angle at depth z 

The integration of equations (2) and (3) takes place over the length of the plastic zone, from the first slice until the last slice, which 
is equal to the height of the plastic zone divided by grid height dz. A balance needs to be found between the grid height and the 
accuracy of the model outcome. Decreasing the value of dz increases the number of failure planes and increases the accuracy of 
computations on failure plane surface areas and failure slice volumes. However, a fine grid height increases the total number of cells 
which increases computational effort. As a rule of thumb, halving the grid size dz quadruples the total number of failure slice cells 
needed. To show the impact of the grid height dz, a sensitivity study is provided in section 3.1. Based on this study it can be concluded 
that for piles with a length in the order of L = 12 m, an appropriate grid height is 0.1 m. Assuming that in practice the plastic zone does 
not become larger than roughly 6 m for 12 m long driven piles, the total amount of grid cells varies globally between 0 and 2000. 

Values of the wedge fan angle φm have been determined from model tests with a small flat plate in sand. Bowman [54] stated from 
these model tests that the fan angle is probability a function of the void ratio of the sand, with values ranging from φ’/3 to φ’/2 for 
loose sand to φ′ for dense sand. For cohesive soils, assumed to be in an undrained-condition, the value of the internal friction angle φ′ is 
equal to zero and thus the value of the mobilized friction angle φm is zero too [11,15,55]. The result is an earth wedge that has a width 
equal to the width of the pile [14]. This theory is still used by many researchers [43,55,56]. Field tests of Gabr et al. [28] show that the 
developed soil wedge in clay is in practice wider than the width of the pile and therefore, the volume of this proposed SW model in 
cohesive soils, according to Reese, could be underestimated. A non-zero fanning angle, to construct the geometrical shape of the 
passive wedge in undrained cohesive soils, is often applied. Ashour [25,29] assumes a stress-dependent wedge fan angle, according to 
the Mohr failure criterium. For sand, with a Poisson ratio vary from 0.1 at very small strain to 0.5 or larger (due to dilatancy) at failure, 
the fanning angle varies from φm = 0 for ε = 0 to for say φm = 40◦ at failure. In clay soil with a Poisson’s ratio assumed to be 0.5 
(undrained behaviour), the fanning angle varies from φm = 0 for ε = 0 to for say φm = 25◦ at failure. Kim et al. [57] found a best fit 
fanning angle of φ’/5 in cohesive undrained soils based on the comparison between tests results and theoretical force equilibrium. 

2.3. Plastic limit reduction 

The Brinch Hansen ultimate soil resistance for a laterally loaded single pile, without correction, is given by eqn. (4). This method 
includes three-dimensional effects, is suitable for layered granular and cohesive soils and is validated with experiments by Christensen 
[58]. Further elaboration of the mathematical expressions for earth pressure coefficients Kq and Kc in eqn. (4) are given in Appendix B. 

σp =Kqσ′
v + Kcc (4)  

where. 

σp = pressure per unit front area at depth z 
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σv’ = effective overburden pressure at depth z 
Kq = lateral earth pressure coefficient 
Kc = lateral earth pressure coefficient for cohesion 
c = cohesion 

The resultant earth pressure σp, which is the passive minus the active pressure, at depth z is based on the passive Rankine case, in 
which force equilibrium is found between a resultant pressure force in front of the pile surface area and a friction force of failure slices. 
The friction force considers the friction between the surface areas of the failure planes (cohesion) and the weight of a failure slices 
(vertical overburden pressure). The two quantities are multiplied with their corresponding depth depending earth pressure coefficients 
Kq and Kc to obtain the ultimate soil resistance at depth z. However, these coefficients are based on freely developing failure planes, i.e. 
freely developed passive wedge, not taking into account surrounding piles or a sloping surface. 

Decreasing the spacing between the piles reduces the lateral soil resistance because the soil wedges of the pile group start to 
interfere [59]. According to Reese et al. [60], the interaction can be distinguished into effects of in-line piles and side-by-side piles. 
Both interaction effects are due to closely spaced piles, but the type of interaction is different due to the direction of the load. The 
in-line effects, based on the proposed passive wedge geometry, can be observed in Fig. 6 where the rear pile is located in the ‘shadow’ 
zone of the leading pile. The passive wedge in front of the leading pile overlaps with the passive wedge of the rear pile. The mobilized 
soil of the front pile cannot act as a passive wedge for the rear pile under the assumption that the soil cannot be mobilized twice. 
Therefore, the overlap between the pile wedges is cut off from the passive wedge of the rear pile. This is indicated in Fig. 6a with a red 
dashed line. For the side-by-side interaction effect, the piles are organized parallel to the loading direction which is illustrated in 
Fig. 6b. Again, each pile develops a passive soil wedge and if the pile’s wedges overlap, the piles share the same mobilized soil. Under 
the assumption that the mobilized soil cannot be used twice and that the piles develop the same passive soil wedge, the mobilized soil is 
divided equally between the piles. The reduction of the middle pile passive wedge is indicated with two red dashed lines. 

Piles placed on a downward sloping surface have a smaller resistance compared to piles located in a flat surface because there is less 
soil available in front of the piles to generate a passive earth wedge [61]. The effect of a sloping surface on a developed passive wedge is 
visualized in Fig. 6c. The reduction of the passive wedge is indicated with a red dashed line. 

To incorporate the effects of closely spaced piles and a downward sloping surface, two depth dependent correction factors are 
introduced in the Brinch Hansen ultimate soil resistance equation which can be found in eqn. (5). 

σpc =KqΨγσ′
v + KcΨ cc (5)  

where. 

Ψγ = correction factor for the overburden pressure 
Ψc = correction factor for the cohesion 

The correction factors are based on the comparison between a free developing passive wedge with horizontal surface and a cor-
rected passive wedge which takes into account closely spaced piles and a sloping surface. The corrected failure slice weight Wcpw and 
corrected failure plane friction τcpw are expressed as a fraction of the failure plane weight W and failure plane friction τ of a free 
developed passive wedge with horizontal surface. These correction factors are depth dependent and can be computed with eqn. (6) and 

Fig. 6. Correction on the passive wedge based on; in-line shear zone overlap (a), side-by-side shear zone overlap (b), sloping surface correction (c).  
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eqn. (7). In these equations, the subscript cpw stands for ‘corrected passive wedge’, which is the trimmed volumetric shape of a passive 
single pile wedge due to the presents of closely spaced piles and or a sloping surface. 

Ψγ(z)= 1 −
W − Wcpw

W
=

Wcpw

W
(6)  

Ψc(z)= 1 −
τ − τcpw

τ =
τcpw

τ (7) 

The weight Wcpw and friction τcpw of a corrected passive wedge are computed with eqn. (2) and eqn. (3) which is the same procedure 
as for a free developed passive wedge. However, FS-cells can be narrowed in width, separated into two parts or completely removed 
from the passive wedge due to; in-line effects, side-by-side effects, a sloping surface or a combination of the three. The three- 
dimensional geometrical shape of a corrected passive wedge in layered soil can be found in Fig. 7. The passive wedge is similar to 
the wedge illustrated in Fig. 5. However, this illustrative figure shows the in-line effect on the rear pile wedge. In green, an FS-cell 
within a failure plane is shown which is separated into two parts. In case of a separated cell, an effective length for dy is used 
which is the sum of two cell parts with length dy/2. The correction on the pressure coefficient for cohesion is assumed to be pro-
portional to the friction reduction between failure slices within the passive wedge. 

2.4. Computational example plastic limit reduction 

To illustrate the method which is used to correct the plastic limit of bilinear springs, a brief example is given. This example shows 
the in-line, side-by-side and sloping surface effect on the plastic limit of p-y springs. Let us consider a laterally loaded pile with length L 
= 12 m and typical diameter D = 0.324 m. It is assumed that the first 2 m of soil exceeds the plastic strain limit, due to lateral de-
formations, and hence a passive wedge, with wedge depth h = 2 m, is formed in front of the pile. Three soil layers are present of which 
the properties are summarized in Table 1. For demonstrative purposes, the fanning angle φm is taken equal to the internal friction angle 
φ’ for each layer. 

First, the free developed passive wedge is constructed. The geometry is presented in Fig. 8 in which 8a shows the side view of the 
passive wedge and 8b the three-dimensional development of the passive wedge. For visualization purposes, this geometrical shape is 
constructed with a grid height of dz = 0.2 m. At each discretised depth of the pile, a failure plane is constructed towards the surface 
with mobilized base angle βm. FS-cells are constructed by connecting all superimposed failure planes at each discretised depth. At a 
larger distance from the pile, the cell length dy increases due to the wedge fan angle φm. Further computations are done with a refined 

Fig. 7. Geometry of passive wedge after correction for in-line shear zone overlap. The leading pile and its passive wedge causes a ‘cut-out’ in the 
passive wedge of the rear pile. 
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grid height dz = 0.05 m to make computations more accurate. The passive wedge, containing all developed failure slices, is visualized 
in Fig. 9a. To illustrate the correction method the following cases are addressed.  

a) In-line effect; leading pile with similar pile wedge is located 1.5 m in front of the rear pile.  
b) Side-by-side effect; neighbour piles with similar pile wedges are located 1.0 m next to the middle pile.  
c) Sloping surface effect; a slope inclination of 1V:3H is considered. 

The corrected three-dimensional geometrical shape of each case is visualized in Fig. 9b,c,d. Comparing the freely developed passive 
wedge from Fig. 9a with the corrected passive wedges in Fig. 9b,c,d results in a corrected Brinch Hansen ultimate resistance, which is 
used as a plastic limit to the p-y springs in the BEF method. For each case, the plastic limit and its correction are plotted for each 
discretised depth in Fig. 10. Please note that only the first 2 m of the pile is plotted because this part exceeds the plastic limit. For all 
plastified soil layers a 3rd degree polynomial fit f(z) is made which is used to describe the corrected plastic limit as a continuous 
function of depth. These continuous functions are used to analytically solve the BEF problem of which the solution method is given in 
section 2.5. As can be seen in Fig. 10a, the failure slices up to 1 m depth, are not affected by the presence of the leading pile wedge. This 
corresponds also to Fig. 9b. At a depth greater than 1 m, the failure slices are reduced in volume because of the presence of the leading 
pile passive wedge. The effect is the reduction of ultimate soil resistance for the failure slices which are formed at the lowest part of the 
passive wedge. Because the passive wedge of the leading pile has a kinked shape, a kink can be observed in the plot at around 1.4 m. For 
the side-by-side effect case, which can be observed in Fig. 10b, the reduction of the ultimate soil resistance starts at depths larger than 
1.2 m. Like the previous case, the volume of the deeper failure slices is reduced due to the presence of the passive wedges of the 
neighbouring piles. In the last case, the effect of the slope is discussed. As can be seen in Fig. 10c, the ultimate soil resistance is reduced 
for the top and bottom layers. However, the middle layer is not affected by the presence of the slope. According to Brinch Hansen, the 
cohesive layer only has passive resistance due to cohesion between the failure slices which in this case are not affected by the slope 
geometry. As a result, the cohesive FS-cells from failure planes that developed in the cohesive layer, weren’t affected or cropped out. 
This causes the ultimate soil resistance by Brinch Hansen not to be reduced for the middle layer. In case the cohesive layer was the top 
layer, a noticeable effect would be observed. 

2.5. Analytical solution BEF problem 

The differential equation of a single beam on elastic Winkler foundation is presented in eqn. (8) [62] and its solution and appli-
cation for laterally loaded piles has been discussed by a number of authors [63,64] and is still widely used. In eqn. (8), x is the 
displacement, EI is the flexural rigidity of the beam, k is the stiffness of the elastic foundation and q is an arbitrary distributed load that 
is dependent on the depth z. 

Fig. 8. Geometrical shape of passive wedge in illustrative example. Side view (a), three-dimensional view (b).  

Table 1 
Layer properties illustrative example.  

Layer Depth [m] φ’ [deg ] c’ [kN/m2] γ’ [kN/m3] 

1 0.0–0.4 20 0 18 
2 0.4–0.8 0 20 17 
3 0.8–10 40 0 18  
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EI
d4x(z)

dz4 + kx(z) = q(z) (8) 

Each layer of soil has its own modulus of subgrade reaction k of which the plastic limit is varying with depth. A soil layer that 
reaches the plastic limit becomes independent of the lateral pile displacement and can therefore be modelled as a constant distributed 
load. A distinction between plastic and elastic layers must be made in order to solve the BEF problem analytically. An analytical 
solution is preferred because it reduces the computational time and provides a good insight into the fundamentals of the problem. The 
bending of a pile in layered soil, subjected to a lateral load F, is described by multiple beams on elastic foundation, of which the general 
form can be found in eqn. (9). Here, i = 1,2‥n where n represents the number of unique soil layers, i.e. if the subsurface around the pile 
consists of a sand layer and a clay layer of which part of that clay layer reaches the plastic limit, three unique soil layers are present. 
Please note that an extra term is added to eqn. (9) which includes the effect of the axial load on the bending of the pile. A schematic 
parameter visualization is provided in Fig. 11. The top of the pile is indicated by z1 and the tip of the pile is indicated by zn+1. The depth 

Fig. 9. Three-dimensional geometrical shape of passive wedge in which failure planes are indicated with a black-white pattern (a). Correction of the 
passive soil wedge due to in-line shear zone overlap (b), due to side-by-side shear zone overlap (c), and due to a sloping surface (d). Loading on the 
pile is slope downward directed. 
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at which interfaces between unique soil layers are present is indicated by z2, z3.. zn. The depth of unique soil layers, and thus also the 
thickness of each layer, is taken as a multiple of the grid height dz in order to avoid coupling problems between the proposed strain 
wedge method and the BEF method. 

EI
d4xi(z)

dz4 +N
d2xi(z)

dz2 + kixi(z) = qi(z) i = 1, 2‥n (9) 

In eqn. (9), x is the lateral pile displacement, EI the flexural rigidity of the pile, N the axial load, z the depth, k = khD, the stiffness of 
the elastic foundation and q(z) the depth dependent distributed load to describe fully plastified layers. For the depth dependent 
distributed load, the corrected plastic limit is used so that qi(z) = fi(z) = aiz3 + biz2 + ciz + di. Here, f(z) is the polynomial function that 
describes the corrected plastic limit σpcD as function of depth which is elaborated in section 2.4. The polynomial function is chosen to 
the third order which makes it possible to find a simple particular solution in the form q/k for the general differential equation 
presented in eqn. (9). With higher orders, particular solutions become more complex for this problem [65]. For N < 2 

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
kEI

√
, the 

general solution to eqn. (9), for each unique soil layer i, is formulated in eqn. (10). The solution is written with natural exponential 

Fig. 10. Correction plastic limit due to in-line shear zone overlap (a), due to side-by-side shear zone overlap (b), and due to a sloping surface (c).  

Fig. 11. Parameter overview of BEM method.  
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functions which gives computational advantages over trigonometric functions. 

xi(z)=C(4i− 3)e
z

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅(
−

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
N2 − 4 EI ki

√

EI − N
EI

)√

̅̅
2

√

+C(4i− 2)e
−

z

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅(
−

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
N2 − 4 EI ki

√

EI − N
EI

)√

̅̅
2

√

+C(4i− 1)e
z

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅( ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
N2 − 4 EI ki

√

EI − N
EI

)√

̅̅
2

√

+ C4ie
−

z

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅( ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
N2 − 4 EI ki

√

EI − N
EI

)√

̅̅
2

√

+
6 N ai z

ki
2 +

2 N bi

ki
2 −

aiz3

ki
−

biz2

ki
−

ciz
ki

−
di

ki
; i= 1, 2..n (10)  

Where C1,C2, …C4n-1, C4n are the integration constants to be determined from the boundary and interface conditions. In total 4•n 
integration constants need to be solved. It should be noted that for an existent mathematical solution N needs to be smaller than 2 

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
kEI

√

and thus k needs to be given a non-zero value, even for fully plastified soil layers. When elaborating the boundary and interface 
conditions the following relations are used, presented in eqn. (11). Here, φ is the pile rotation, M the moment and V the shear force. 

φ= −
dx(z)

dz
,M = − EI

d2x(z)
dz2 ,V = − EI

d3x(z)
dz3 (11) 

The four boundary conditions, two at the top and two at the bottom of the pile, are denoted in eqn. (12) to eqn. (15). It should be 
noted that the boundary conditions at the top of the pile, can be adapted in case a displacement or external moment is imposed. For 
now, a lateral load is considered. The horizontal component of the axial load needs to be included in the shear boundary condition. 
Especially with large deflections, this second order effect works progressive and cannot be neglected. 

M(z= z1)= − EI
d2x1(z1)

dz2 = 0 (12)  

V(z= z1)= − EI
d3x1(z1)

dz3 =F −
dx1(z1)

dz
N (13)  

M(z= zn+1)= − EI
d2xn(zn+1)

dz2 = 0 (14)  

V(z= zn+1)= − EI
d3xn(zn+1)

dz3 = 0 (15) 

In case the pile has a constant flexural rigidity EI over the full pile length, the interface conditions between the different unique 
layers can be written as follows in eqn. (16) to eqn. (19). The interface conditions are based on the continuity of displacement, slope, 
moment and shear force. 

xi− 1(zi)= xi(zi) i = 2, 3‥n (16)  

dxi− 1(zi)

dz
=

dxi(zi)

dz
i = 2, 3‥n (17)  

d2xi− 1(zi)

dz2 =
d2xi(zi)

dz2 i = 2, 3..n (18)  

Fig. 12. Flowchart of iterative solution to solve the non-linear BEF problem.  
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d3xi− 1(zi)

dz3 =
d3xi(zi)

dz3 i = 2, 3..n (19) 

The general solution described in eqn. (10) is substituted into the boundary and interface conditions which gives a linear system of 
equations. Aligning the coefficients of each integration constant in columns results in a coefficient matrix A. The matrix of variables, 
which is a vector containing all unknown integration constants, is constructed and named C. The remaining terms, i.e. terms that do 
not contain integration constants, are used to form a force vector Q. Solving the linear system AC = Q, shown in eqn. (20), returns the 
value of all integration constants. Substituting the integration constants back into the general solution, presented in eqn. (10), results in 
the displacement distribution x(z) of the entire laterally loaded pile. 

AC=Q where A =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

A1,1 A1,2 ⋯ A1,4n
A2,1 A2,2 ⋯ A2,4n
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
A4n,1 A4n,2 ⋯ A4n,4n

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦, Q =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

Q1
Q2
‥
Q4n

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦, C =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

C1
C2
..

C4n

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦ (20) 

In practice it is not known in advance which soil layers develop full plasticity because this depends on the deflection of the pile, 
which is unknown prior to the calculation. Therefore, an iterative process is required in which equilibrium is sought between the 
lateral load on the pile cap and the resistance that elastic and fully plastic soil layers cause. A flow chart of this iterative process is given 
in Fig. 12. First, a fully elastic computation without plastic p-y branch is performed which results in the displacement of the pile. At 
each discretised depth dz, the displacement is multiplied with its elastic spring stiffness to obtain the elastic pressures. At each dis-
cretised depth dz, plastic and elastic soil responses are identified. Accordingly, a new ‘unique layering’ distribution is made with elastic 
and plastic layers which is used for a new BEF computation. This iterative process is repeated until the layering distribution does not 
change or becomes repetitive. Since the thickness of each unique layer is chosen to be a multiple of the grid height dz fewer iteration 
steps are needed with larger grid size. The downside is a decrease in modelling accuracy, which is elaborated in section 3.1. Once 
equilibrium is found, the rotation, moment and shear force distributions of the laterally loaded pile can be obtained with eqn. (11). 

3. Results of validation 

Based on the analytical model presented in this paper, a computer program has been developed in MATLAB to solve the problem of 
a laterally loaded pile within a pile group, located in layered sloping soil. To demonstrate the capability of the model, a comparison of 
field test results versus model results is made. The field tests have their own characteristic set-up and different soil and pile properties, 
making it possible to validate all model applications. These are: laterally loaded pile groups in layered soil [66], lateral loaded single 
piles in layered sloping soil [67] and lateral loaded single pile at various distances near a slope crest in sand [38]. 

3.1. Full-scale lateral-load tests of a 3 × 5 pile group in soft clays and silts (snyder, J. L. 2004) 

Snyder conducted a series of static lateral load tests on a group of fifteen piles arranged in a 3 × 5 pattern. The side-by-side spacing 
was 1.07 m and the in-line spacing was 1.27 m. The piles with diameter D = 0.324 m, pile length L = 12 m and row average flexural 
rigidity EI = 25,000 kNm2 were loaded at z = − 0.5 m. An isolated single pile test was executed for comparison purposes. The flexural 
rigidity of the single pile is EI = 28,600 kNm2. Cohesive layers are normally consolidated giving c = su and φ = 0. As an initial estimate, 
the wedge fan angle φm is assumed to be equal to the friction angle which results in a wedge fan angle of zero for all clay layers. The 
model is calibrated on the single pile and on the pile group load test. The layers and their engineering properties are summed in 
Table 2. 

In Fig. 13, the bending moment distribution of the lateral loaded single pile is plotted for a range of imposed pile displacements. The 
maximum moment for 4, 6 and 13 mm is slightly underestimated. For the other imposed displacements, the predicted moment dis-
tribution fits the measured results very well. The depth of the predicted moment occurs at progressively deeper depths with increased 
deflections, corresponding to the measurements. For all deflections, the depth of the zero-moment crossing is on average 0.5 m lower 
than in the measurements. In Fig. 14 the moment distributions for the leading pile row and trailing pile rows are plotted. Because the 
in-line and side-by side effects for all trailing pile rows is the same, model predictions for pile rows 2–5 have identical force distri-
butions. The measurements for the second pile row are used to validate the model predictions on the rear pile rows. The maximum 

Table 2 
Engineering properties full scale 3 × 5 pile group experiment (Snyder, 2004).  

Depth [m] γ’ [kN/m3] Sort [− ] qc [kPa] c [kN/m2] φ [deg] 

0–1.2 9.05 clay 1000 20 0 
1.2–2.1 9.05 clay 1000 35 0 
2.1–3.0 9.05 clay 1000 20 0 
3.0–4.8 8.14 sand 15,000 0 38 
4.8–5.3 9.05 clay 5000 56.9 0 
5.3–5.9 9.05 clay 1000 25 0 
5.9–6.4 9.0 clay 4000 54 0 
6.4–20 8.14 sand 10,000 0 33  
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moment of all pile rows is underestimated for the deflections 6 and 13 mm. For the largest deflection (89 mm), the model overpredicts 
the moment by 10%. For all other deflections, the moment prediction is very accurate. The zero-moment crossing corresponds to the 
measured data. For deflections larger than 38 mm, the model predicts larger maximum moments for the leading pile row compared to 
the maximum moments in the rear pile rows. This is in accordance with the measured results. The shape of the moment distributions is 
predicted well, the trailing pile row moment distributions stretch out more into the depth compared to the leading pile row. 

In Fig. 15, the average leading and trailing pile rows loads are plotted as function of the pile group deflection. In Fig. 16, the 
maximum moment of the leading and trailing pile is plotted as function of the pile group deflection. In both figures, single pile model 
predictions and measured data is provided. The wedge fan angle φm for cohesive layers is calibrated on the lateral load and bending 
moment data which results in the best fit for a wedge fan angle of 15◦. To show the sensitivity of the fanning angle, an upper and lower 
limit of 10◦ is presented which results in a bandwidth of 5–25◦ for the cohesive layers. The chosen bandwidth corresponds to the 
theoretical limit which was found by Ashour, described in section 2.2. It can be observed that the wedge fan angle has much more 
impact on the trailing rows than the leading rows which is logical since the leading piles do not have in-line interactions. The initial 
estimate, in which the wedge fan angle φm is assumed to be equal to the friction angle, overestimates (especially for larger deflections) 
the lateral loads and moments by roughly 10–20% for the trailing pile rows. Because the first 3 m of soil is cohesive with a wedge fan 
angle of zero, in-line and side-by-side pile interactions are small causing an underestimated reduction of the plastic limit. To increase 
the interaction effects, a non-zero wedge fan angle is assigned to the cohesive layers. A non-zero wedge fan angle corresponds to the 
shear cracks that appeared in the cohesive top layers during the field experiment. 

First, the force-displacement predictions in Fig. 15 are discussed. The model prediction for the single pile fits the measured data 
perfectly. Also, the leading pile row prediction is very accurate. The force-displacement curve of the leading pile row is predicted 
slightly lower than the curve of the single pile due to side-by-side interaction. This is also in good agreement with the measurements. 
Because the in-line and side-by side effects for all trailing pile rows is the same, model predictions for pile rows 2–5 have identical force 
distributions. However, in the experiment, the force-displacement curves of all pile rows are presented. The spread of these curves is 
quite large, row 2 and 4 have a steeper curve than row 3 and 5. As mentioned before, the model is not capable of making distinctions 
between the different trailing pile rows. 

In the first stage of loading, group deflections are underestimated. For large lateral group loads, near geotechnical failure, group 
deflections are overestimated (e.g. a steeper force-displacement curve in the first stage of loading and more gentle force-displacement 

Fig. 13. Bending moment distribution of lateral loaded single pile for imposed pile deflections as function of depth.  
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Fig. 14. Bending moment distribution of lateral loaded 3 × 5 pile group for imposed pile deflections as function of depth. Left plot considers leading 
pile row, right plot considers the trailing pile rows 2–5. To validate the trailing pile rows, field data of pile row 2 is used. 

Fig. 15. Comparison of average pile row load vs. applied group deflection. Pile group is computed with φm = φ for granular layers and φm = 15 deg. 
for cohesive layers with a bandwidth of ±10 deg. 
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curve at the final loading stage). This effect can be explained. Passive wedges start to grow as function of the pile deflection and start to 
interfere with each other at a certain displacement. According to this method, it is not possible to have group interaction for small 
displacements since the passive wedges are still small in volume at that moment of time. Also, the compacting of soil between the piles 
in case of large pile group deflections is not taken into account. The compacted soil cannot escape between the piles creating a higher 
stiffness of the soil. Despite these two effects, the model is capable of predicting the average lateral load of the trailing rows, especially 
for the larger displacements, quite well. 

Subsequently, the moment-displacement prediction in Fig. 16 is discussed. The model prediction for the single pile fits the 
measured data perfectly. Also, the leading pile row prediction is accurate, only for the largest deflection of 89 mm an error of 
approximately 10% is made. It should be noted that this measured moment is an outlier in the dataset of Snyder. Again, the moment- 
displacement curve of the leading pile row is predicted slightly lower that the curve of the single pile due to side-by-side interaction. 
Because the in-line and side-by side effects for all rear pile rows is the same, model predictions for pile rows 2–5 have identical moment 

Fig. 16. Comparison of maximum bending moment vs. average group deflection. Pile group is computed with φm = φ for granular layers and φm =

15 deg. for cohesive layers with a bandwidth of ±10 deg. 

Fig. 17. Sensitivity of grid height dz on model outcome. Left figure indicates bending moment predictions for three imposed deflections as function 
of dz. Right figure indicates the lateral load at the pile cap for three imposed deflections as function of dz. 
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distributions. The spread in maximum measured moment of the trailing pile rows is less compared to the spread found in the force- 
displacement measurements. The maximum moment prediction by the model is very accurate and pretty much the average of the 
trailing pile row measurements. Also, the pile group displacement at which group interaction start to take place is predicted perfectly. 

Computations in this section are performed with a grid height of dz = 0.05 m. To illustrate the effect of the grid height dz on the 
accuracy on the model outcome, the maximal bending moment and lateral load at the pile cap are plotted as function of dz for three 
different imposed pile cap displacements 13 mm, 38 mm and 89 mm. The results can be found in Fig. 17. It can be observed that for 
smaller grid sizes than dz = 0.1 m, the model outcome does not change and accuracy doesn’t improve further. An appropriate pile 
height to grid height ratio, without losing accuracy, in this validation is L/dz = 120. 

From the calibration with the Snyder experiment it can be concluded that our model is able to predict lateral loads and bending 
moment magnitudes at all levels for the leading and the trailing piles in the pile group very accurately, which is a sign that the soil 
pressure distributions applied in the model are correct. 

3.2. Lateral resistance of piles at the crest of slopes in sand (mirzoyan, A. D. 2007) 

Mirzoyan conducted a series of static lateral load tests on a single pile in layered horizontal and in sloping soil. The slope in the field 
test has an inclination of 1V:1.75H which is rather steep for underwater slopes but still in the range of application for canal bed slopes 
in Amsterdam. The field tests are executed at the same location as the field test of Snyder. The piles have a diameter D = 0.324 m, pile 
length L = 13.5 m flexural rigidity EI = 28,600 kN m2 and are loaded at z = − 0.5 m. The layers and their engineering properties are 
summarized in Table 3. Cohesive layers are normally consolidated giving c = su and φ = 0. 

In Fig. 18, force-displacement diagrams are shown for the single pile in layered horizontal and sloping soil. In Fig. 19, the maximum 
bending moment as function of the lateral load is presented. The first 3 m of soil is classified as sand with slight cohesion in which a 
passive wedge develops. The wedge fan angle φm is calibrated on the lateral load and bending moment data which results in a best fit 
for a wedge fan angle of 20◦. According to Bowman [54], the wedge fan angle in sand varies with values ranging from φ’/3 to φ’/2 for 
loose sand up to φ′ for dense sand. The calibrated wedge fan angle of 20◦ corresponds to a value of φ’/2 which can be classified as 
moderated loose to slightly dense sand. During the field experiment, shear cracks appeared at the surface, with an angle of 22◦ with 
respect to the loading direction. The best fit wedge fan angle of 20◦ is in very good agreement with the angle of shear cracks found in 
the field experiment. The force-displacement model prediction of the pile with a horizontal soil surface matches the measurements 
very well. For the pile in sloping soil, above 150 kN lateral load, the model predicts larger displacements than measured. The bending 
moment prediction fits the measured data for both horizontal and sloping surface very well. To show the sensitivity of the fanning 
angle on the lateral resistance and bending moment, an upper and lower limit of 20◦ is presented which results in a bandwidth of 
0–40◦. The chosen bandwidth corresponds to the theoretical limits found by Ashour [25] and the maximum wedge fan angle in dense 
sand according to Bowman [54]. Increasing the wedge fan angle causes larger reductions of the plastic limit of p-y springs which 
decreases the lateral loads resistance and thus bending moments. Reducing the wedge fan angle has an opposite effect, smaller plastic 
limit reductions cause larger lateral resistance and larger bending moments. 

The theoretical lower limit, a zero wedge fan angle, found by Ashour [25] is only valid for cases with no strain. Therefore, a wedge 
fan angle of zero at failure in sand is impossible and meaningless. Small wedge fan angles can underpredict the plastic limit reduction 
and lead to an overprediction of the lateral resistance of piles in sloping soil. However, with large fanning angles, bending moments can 
be underestimated. 

From the calibration on the Mirzoyan experiment it can be concluded that our model is able to predict lateral loads and bending 
moment magnitudes at all levels for piles in sloping soil with high accuracy. The correct match of the bending moment indicates that 
the lateral soil resistance prediction is correct. The less accurate match of the displacement means that there might be an under-
estimated effect in the model of the reduced soil stiffness in the case of sloping soils. 

3.3. Experimental and numerical studies of laterally loaded piles located near oil-contaminated sand slope (abdelhalim et al., 2020) 

Abdelhalim et al. performed small scale experiments on a laterally loaded pile in sandy soil near the crest of a slope. The following 
model parameters were used; pile diameter D = 0.021 m, pile length L = 0.4 m, loading point z = − 0.05 m, slope = 1V:2H, flexural 

Table 3 
Engineering properties full scale lateral single pile test (Mirzoyan, 2007).  

Depth [m] γ’ [kN/m^3] Sort [− ] qc [kPa] c [kN/m2] φ [deg] 

0.0–1.8 17.0 sand 15,000 6 45 
1.8–2.7 6.9 sand 7500 6 45 
2.7–3.0 9.13 clay 2000 40 0 
3.0–3.6 9.13 clay 2000 50 0 
3.6–4.8 9.13 clay 2000 40 0 
4.8–6.3 8.3 sand 15,000 0 38 
6.3–6.8 9.13 clay 2000 56 0 
6.8–7.5 9.13 clay 2000 25 0 
7.5–7.9 9.13 clay 2000 54 0 
7.9–20 9.13 sand 15,000 0 47  
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Fig. 18. Comparison of maximal bending moment vs applied load for a single pile in horizontal and sloping ground.  

Fig. 19. Comparison of pile load vs applied pile deflection for a single pile in horizontal and sloping ground.  

Table 4 
Soil properties small scale pile near slope experiment.  

Depth [m] γ’ [kN/m^3] Sort [− ] qc [kPa] c [kN/m2] φ [deg] 

0–1.0 17 sand 350 1.2 37  
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rigidity EI = 183 kN•m2. In the experiment, the distance X near the slope is varied from ‘at the crest’ to 8D from the crest. First, the 
model is calibrated on the X = 8D force-displacement data which most closely resembles a pile loaded in horizontal surface. The 
engineering properties are summarized in Table 4. 

For the X = 8D case, the plastic limit correction due to the slope is small and therefore, the magnitude of the wedge fan angle has a 
limited impact on the lateral resistance of the pile. For the case in which the pile is located on the crest of the slope, plastic limit 
corrections are the largest and therefore, the wedge fan angle φm is calibrated on the X = ‘at crest’ force-displacement data. A best fit is 
found for a wedge fan angle of 21◦ which, according to Bowman [54], corresponds to medium to dense sand (φ’/2 <φm < φ′). The 
wedge fan angle is estimated to be 20–35◦ based on shear crack formation during the experiment. The calibrated wedge fan angle is in 
the same range as the angle of the shear cracks during the experiment. For the cases, X = 8D, 6D, 4D, 2D and ‘at the crest’ the 
force-displacement diagram is presented in Fig. 20. The model predictions are compared with the measured data. For X = 8D, 6D, 2D 
and ‘at crest’ the model predictions match the data very well. For X = 4D, the displacements are overpredicted by approximately 10%. 
Fig. 20 visualizes the softening behaviour of the different cases at a distance X near the crest of a slope. For all cases, the model predicts 
a slightly steeper force-displacement curve between 50 N and 170 N lateral load. 

From the calibration on the Abdelhalim et al. experiment, it can be concluded that our model is able to predict lateral loads for piles 
at a distance X near the crest of a sloping soil with high accuracy. 

4. Discussion 

Our model is able to predict pile forces and displacements with high accuracy for three different field experiments. With a relatively 
low number of parameters, a proper estimate of the pile behaviour can be made. The computational time is fast, enabling applications 
such as trend analyses and probabilistic calculations. Single pile computations with a horizontal surface in layered granular and 
cohesive soil can be executed with high precision. For pile group computations, pile row interactions can be modelled in good 
agreement with the field experiment of Snyder [66]. However, for the pile group computation two main findings are discussed based 
on the results of the validation:  

1) To model the interaction between group piles in undrained cohesive soils, a non-zero fanning angle needs to be applied. For plastic 
limit computations with Brinch Hansen, the effective friction angle in undrained cohesive layers needs to be taken zero [11]. 
Because the effective friction angle and mobilized fanning angle are related to each other, this results in a fanning angle equal to 
zero. The construction of a passive wedge without fanning angle results in a narrow wedge width and steep base angle causing the 
passive wedge to be rather small in volume. The side-by-side and in-line overlapping of shear zones becomes small to negligible 
which gives almost no plastic limit reduction of p-y springs. In order to increase the in-line and side-by-side effect of the trailing pile 
rows in the model, the wedge fanning angle for undrained cohesive layers should be given a non-zero value. Note that the effective 
friction angle should not be increased as an attempt to increase the wedge fan angle and thus the shear zone overlapping. This 
would result in an increase of the plastic limit of p-y springs and as a result in a decrease of the difference between leading and 
trailing piles and in an overall larger resistance of the pile group, which are both incorrect.  

2) In the first stage of loading, group deflections are underestimated. For large lateral group loads, near geotechnical failure, group 
deflections are overestimated (e.g. a steeper force-displacement curve in the first stage of loading and more gentle force- 
displacement curve at the final loading stage). The same trend, but to a lesser extent, can be observed for the moment predic-
tion. The following phenomena not included in the model may play a role here:  

• Passive wedges start to grow as function of the pile deflection and start to interfere with each other at a certain displacement. The 
moment at which interaction starts to take place has to do with the pile group configuration, strength of piles and the soil char-
acteristics. According to this method, it is not possible to have group interaction for small displacements since the passive wedges 
are still small in volume at that moment of time. This underestimates the group deflection and therefor also bending moments for 
small lateral group loads.  

• The soil-pile-soil interaction is captured by a volume based passive wedge reduction. However, soils get compacted between the 
piles when the pile group deflects, causing an increase in soil stiffness and extra loads on piles (e.g. the trailing pile row pushes its 
soil against the leading pile row). For large group deflections, the soil stiffness could be underestimated. As a result, group de-
flections due to large lateral loads can be overestimated. 

The model seems to work well for sloping surfaces despite the fact that the effect of a slope on the overburden pressure is not taken 
into account. The overburden pressure σp is computed by multiplying the depth with the effective weight of soil layers as if the surface 
is horizontal. Effective soil pressures below a slope or near the crest of a slope are smaller than effective soil pressures that are 
computed for a horizontal surface. The result is a stiffer predicted soil pile response, especially for the first stage of loading. This effect 
can be seen in both slope experiments. This paper only prescribes a slope correction method for slope downward loaded piles. In the 
situation of slope inward loaded piles, the wedge failure slices become larger due to the ‘extra’ soil compared to a flat surface resulting 
in a higher ultimate soil resistance. Correction factors are now larger than 1 instead of smaller. 

The following phenomena are not included in the model and have a limited to neglectable effect; Increase of friction between soil 
and pile, in case of excessive pile deformation, is not evaluated as contributor to lateral resistance and has only a noticeable effect for 
large diameter piles. Furthermore, the gap behind the pile is not taken into account, which reduces the active pressure in the top layers. 
Also, soil accumulation in front of piles due to excessive pile deflections, causing an increase of the lateral resistance, is not part of the 
model. 
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5. Conclusion 

A semi-analytical model is proposed as analysis tool for laterally loaded pile groups. The model is validated with three different 
field experiments. The lateral loaded pile, as a part of a pile group in layered sloping soil, is modelled as a BEF. The elastic subgrade 
reaction of the soil is described by p-y springs which have a depth-dependent bilinear elastic-perfect-plastic approximation. The plastic 
limit is corrected based on the reduction of the passive soil wedge due to the overlap of shear zones with other piles at close proximity 
and due to the presence of a soil slope, going downward in the direction of the lateral load. 

The model predicts displacement, force and bending moment distributions in good agreement with a variety of field experiments. 
However, for pile groups, the maximum bending moments as function of the group displacement in the trailing pile rows could be 
underestimated, especially when the pile is near geotechnical failure. For piles located in a slope or near the crest of a slope, the model 
is an accurate and powerful tool to use. The accuracy of the model and its predictive value is affected by an informed choice of pa-
rameters, amongst which the fanning angle of the passive wedge, as discussed in the paper. For each experiment, a best fit fanning 
angle is calibrated for the top layers in which the passive earth wedge forms. For the Snyder field experiment, a 15◦ fanning angle is 
found for undrained cohesive clay layers, corresponding to the non-zero fanning angle in undrained cohesive soils found by Ashour 
et al. [25,29] and Gabr et al. [28]. The Mirzoyan field experiment and the Abdelhalim et al. experiment are exectuted in moderate 
dense sand with slight cohesion and for both experiments, a best fit fanning angle equal to φ’/2 is found. This dependency on the 
friction angle correspond to the observed shear cracks at the surface during the experiments and to theoretical values stated by 
Bowman [54]. Because the fanning angle is very much dependent on the soil characteristics a large variety of fanning angles can be 
found in literature (see section 2.2). This makes it is hard to choose an appropriate estimation without doing any experiments prior to 
performing computations. It is therefore recommended to perform field tests and geotechnical research in order to calibrate 
computational models. Together with the TU Delft, Amsterdam develops a large field experiment on quay walls and groups of quay 
wall foundation piles to calibrate computational models such as the model elaborated in this paper. 

For conservative pile design, a large wedge fan angle is recommended in the determination of the lateral pile capacity while for 
bending moment predictions, a small wedge fan angle is advised. The model has a short computational time, in the order of seconds, 
compared to complex three-dimensional FEM software, in the order of minutes to hours, which makes it an excellent tool for pre-
liminary pile design and probabilistic analysis. With relatively little input, a proper estimate of the pile behaviour can be made. 
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Appendix A. Ménard modulus of subgrade reaction 
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Fig. 20. Comparison of pile load vs. applied deflection for various distances X with respect to the slope crest.  
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kh = is the modulus of horizontal subgrade reaction [ kN/m2 ] 
Em = is the pressiometric modulus [ kN/m2 ] 
R0 = is a constant: R0 = 0.3 [m] 
R = half the diameter of the pile [m]  

ɑ is the rheological coefficient which depends on the soil type (See Table A1).   

Table A1 
Values of rheological coefficient ɑ.   

Peat Clay Loam Sand Gravel 

Over consolidated – 1 2/3 1/2 1/3 
Normally consolidated 1 2/3 1/2 1/3 1/4 
Decomposed, weathered  1/2 1/2 1/3 1/4  

The pressiometric modulus Em can be obtained via correlations with the cone resistance qc. 

Peat: Em = 3.5 qc 
Clay: Em = 2.5 qc 
Loam: Em = 1.5 qc 
Sand: Em = 0.85 qc 
Gravel: Em = 0.6 qc 

Appendix B. Brinch Hansen ultimate soil resistance 
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